This paper describes industrial sorting system, which is based on robot vision technology, introduces main image processing methodology used during development, and simulates algorithm with Matlab. Besides, we set up image processing algorithm library via C# program and realize recognition and location for regular geometry workpiece. Furthermore, we analyze camera model in vision algorithm library, calibrate the camera, process the image series, and resolve the identify problem for regular geometry workpiece with different colours.
Introduction
With the development of society, enterprises have become increasingly demanding on production automation, so that more and more industrial robots have been used in automated production lines. For example, in order to enhance operational efficiency in modern logistics distribution centers and to improve the efficiency of largescale centralized distribution to reduce operating costs, as the core equipment distribution center and the main operating procedures, sorting systems and sorting operation efficiency and technology are increasingly by theorists and engineering concern. Another example is the tool change robot in the machining center. Compared to manual tool change method, this tool works more quickly and more accurately, greatly reduces tool change time and increases production efficiency. In the automotive industry, due to the auto parts more complex vehicle bodies, in many cases on the body cannot use manual welding. Currently, automobile manufacturers utilize a lot of body welding robots to improve product quality and to reduce the labor intensity. Visibly, doing the work on the production line with industrial robots is an inevitable trend.
Machine vision technology uses cameras and computers to simulate human vision features, which are widely used in electronics, aerospace, automotive and automotive parts manufacturing industry, the pharmaceutical industry and electronics fields [1] . In the traditional production line, sorting artifacts with industrial robots usually uses teaching methods or offline programming operations. All the actions and placements, etc. should be strictly preset. Once the working environment or condition changes, it will affect the efficiency and accuracy of crawling robot, unable to meet the high-speed production of large quantities. Introduction of machine vision in industrial production can greatly improve productivity and reduce costs. Industrial machine vision technology based on sorting system with high detection speed, high reliability, and high real-time, compared to traditional mechanical sorting, is more intelligent, more efficient and has other irreplaceable advantages. This paper researches the sorting system based on the machine vision and the methods of camera calibration. The straight linear method is used and the system is simulated by Matlab. It also studied the correlation of image processing algorithms, combined thresholding proposed centroid location method to solve the different colors of regular geometric shape of the workpiece recognition problem. Threshold segmentation and edge detection method can lock the workpiece area; centroid location can accurately locate the geometric center of the workpiece. And this integrated approach can effectively solve the regular geometric shape of the workpiece sorting problem.
Sorting System Based on Machine Vision Hardware Architecture Artifacts
In this paper, the mechanical axis motion platform, is built on the work of sorting machine vision systems. Overall system structure is shown in Figure 1 .
The hardware platform consists of mechanical three-axis motion platform, camera platforms, PC and motion control unit, four major components. Hardware platform package sorting system is shown in Figure 2 .
Mechanical three-axis motion platform: Using screw-nut mechanism, while the linear guide linear motion needs as a guide and support. The system uses a servo motor drive: although the control unit is complex, the high repeat accuracy, no step phenomenon and no cumulative error [2] . Camera Platform: Camera platform unit is mainly constructed by MV-2000UC camera and light source components. Hanging bracket role monocular camera is to obtain the experimental stage of the video image of the workpiece. White LED surface light source provides light for digital cameras captured images. The light will be fixed at the top of the workpiece in order to eliminate the shadow of the workpiece itself.
PC: Using existing laboratories as a PC, since the development environment is good, fast, easy to operate and low cost. At that time with respect to the IPC, its anti-interference ability and stability is poor, such as teaching or laboratory for stable work environment occasions. PC camera platform receives the experimental stage to obtain a video image of the workpiece using the vision system to identify the target species, the centroid of the workpiece is then calculated, and finally the image according to the relationship between the coordinate system and the object coordinate system, the calculated position of the target relative and direction, and then passes the information parameter to the control unit.
Motion Control unit: mainly control the composition of the cabinet and robots. It is responsible for the parameters analyzing, then the robot-related operations and finally the completion of the target workpiece sorting grab and place.
Camera Calibration
Camera calibration is one of the important parts in machine vision [3] . Calibration includes calibration camera and visual systems. First of all based model of the camera, and then to establish the relationship between the coordinate system, and finally through the calibration can establish the correspondence between image pixels and the spatial three-dimensional coordinates [4] . Workpiece sorting system is based on machine vision. The camera calibration as a key link to other related work is a prerequisite for the smooth conduct of the direct impact on subsequent sorting processes. Camera calibration process is based on the model of the camera imaging process to solve internal and external camera parameters, and these parameters determine the correspondence between the image pixel point and three-dimensional coordinate space.
There are many ways in camera calibration, the current methods commonly used in machine vision are direct linear method, perspective projection matrix method, Zhang Zhengyou France, the two-step camera calibration method. For the facts of relatively stable laboratory and low interference environment, this paper chooses the direct linear method, which is characterized by convenient computing but less accuracy. It is difficult to be precise shooting environment complex self-correcting. DLT method called direct linear method, by Abdel-Aziz and Karara and was first proposed in 1971 [5] . This method does not consider the non-linear distortion of the camera, getting the relevant parameters of the camera by directly solving a set of linear equations. It acquires pinhole imaging model for the study, ignoring specific intermediate imaging process and using a 3 × 4 order matrix to represent a direct correspondence between the point and the two-dimensional space object image point. The linear transformation matrix is with only a difference of a perspective matrix scale factor. Providing space point
X Y Z coordinates in the camera coordinate system of ( )
, , x y z , the camera will capture the image on the CCD imaging plane, which is provided for the image point coordinates ( ) , x y corresponding to the image pixel coordinates ( ) , u v . By the world coordinate system to the camera coordinate system, using the following formula rotation-translation conversion formula described:
where in R is a rotation matrix, T is the translation matrix. In the case where distortion is not considered (i.e., an ideal perspective projection), the image coordinates of the camera coordinate system is described by the following formula:
In the image processing, is often used in image coordinate of the pixel as a unit, so to convert the image coordinate system to the coordinate system of the pixel, i.e.
Without considering the various types of the imaging by the specific process, can be obtained:
where, ( ) 
This equation describes the relationship between the two three-dimensional world and the corresponding points between image points. If the three-dimensional world coordinates and the corresponding image coordinates are known, the transformation matrix regarded as unknown, then there will be a total of 12 unknowns. For two equations above each object point has, in general, can be set 34 1 r = , then there will be a total of 11 unknowns. Taking six goals can get 12 points a overdetermined equation Using the least squares method described above can easily find solution of linear equations [6] . Using more points, we make much more than the number of equations number of unknowns, using the least squares method for solving can reduce the impact of errors caused by the perspective transformation matrix obtained after its decomposition can get cameras inside and outside the parameters.
Based on the direct linear method was calibrated to the camera. Put the calibration paper on a suitable position in the robot coordinate system, as shown in Figure 3 . Cross figure crosshairs for the world coordinate system. Only a simple translation of the relationship is needed between it and the robot base coordinate system, i.e., calculating the target position in the world coordinate system, then subtracting a certain shift amount and finally obtaining the target based on the robot base in the standard position. Corner extraction algorithm using corner point data is shown in Table 1 . On the Matlab model with a blue asterisk plotted coordinates of each point (real value), the table on each corner point coordinates a left multiplication result (calculated) M-1 obtained plotted with a green plus sign, as shown in Figure 4 .
The verification result from Figure 4 is that, by using direct linear method in this system, the calibration results is accurate, easy to calculate and close to actual value. Besides, the calibration results are also good, which provides a reliable foundation for accurate positioning of the workpiece in a sorting system. 
Thresholding Segmentation
This design uses machine vision technology, the different colors of the workpiece intelligent sorting rules. When the camera calibration is completed, after the pixel coordinates to the scenecoordinate correspondence to obtain the target, will be on the video image is processed by computer. First, the camera image acquired in the target workpiece is detected. Target detection is extracted from the image portion of interest, i.e., the image segmentation; the image processing to the image analysis is a key step. At present, a lot of image segmentation methods, such as thresholding method, edge detection and region extraction method. In this paper, we use the thresholding method and edge detection method to detect the target workpiece.
Thresholding as the most common color distinction is a region-based image segmentation technique. Briefly, image segmentation threshold is transformed to a color image to grayscale, the first grayscale range of an image to determine the gray value threshold, then the image of the gray value of each pixel with this threshold value, and are classified according to the size of the result of the comparison, based on the threshold values of all the pixels in the image is divided into two areas.
A pair of the original image ( ) , f x y is taken to define a single threshold value T of the divided
In the actual case, the difference between the image of the target workpiece and background brightness is small, so the threshold needs to be adjusted manually. Figure 5 shows the use of maximum between-class variance method combined with manual adjustment method in Matlab to finalize the process threshold. From the segmentation results can be seen, when the threshold of T is 100, it's the best segmentation, can accurate segmentation of the target range of workpiece, which proves Ostu method combined with manual adjustment is the most suitable way for this system.
Determine the Centroid
In the sorting operation of the workpiece, the workpiece needs to be identified for positioning, the general centroid coordinates describing the location information of the workpiece. But the calculation method for multitarget centroid such as starting algorithms geometric center of the target group, the calculation is more complicated; through rows of pixels accumulating and averaging roughly centroid location, can not meet the precise positioning. According to the characteristics identified herein workpiece shape rules proposed rule graphics centroid location method [7] .
When the function is applied to shape analysis, suppose there are binary function: 
For binary images, grayscale only 0 and 1, the focus is the centroid. Finally, the first moment 10 m and 01 m is divided by zero-order moments to get the coordinates of the center of mass of the object:
After tests it is proved that the algorithm is simple and effective and is suitable for any graphics. In this paper, the workpiece has been recognized as a rectangular, triangular, circular or a regular shape of the workpiece. The program is written in C#, in an ideal environment, workpiece recognition results are shown in Figure 6 .
The rule workpiece centroid recognition results of Figure 6 demonstrates that, it is simple and efficient to adopt rule centroid locolization algorithm and is suitable for any graphic. Besides, programming is simple, recognition is speedy and recognition results are accurate.
Conclusions
This paper describes the main algorithm in the industrial sorting machine vision technology used in the system, using thresholding to detect the target work area and describe the target workpiece position information combined centroid location method. The recognition algorithm is programmed in MATLAB environment to conduct a simulation algorithm and it is developed using C# rule artifacts recognition software. According to the results obtained, to identify the robot reaches the top of the target number of pulses required to send to the motion control card, by motion control card for controlling the motor and the drive to achieve sorting purposes.
The results show that the practical application of technical methods discussed in this article is simple and effective. The sorting system identifies the type of workpiece correct rate of 100%, error of the target location is less than 5 mm, and further validates the feasibility of the system for robot. 
